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A significant particle pinch and reduction of the effective 
thermal diffusivity are observed after switching the neutral 
beam direction from co- to counter- injection in the JFT-2M 
tokamak. A time delay in the occurance of density peaking to 
that of plasma rotation is found. This shows that the particle 
pinch is related to the profile of the electric field as 
determined by the plasma rotation profile. The measured particle 
flux shows qualitative agreement with the theoretically-
predicted inward pinch. 
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The improvement of core confinement has been found to be 

associated with peaked electron density in various tokamak 

discharges. Many approaches to produce the peaked electron 

density profile have been found. Central fueling with pellet 

injection in ohmic discharge have extended the linear ohmic 

confinement regime to higher densities in Alcator-C 1'. Pellet 

injection is also been effective in additionally heated plasmas. 

Beam fueling in low density operation produced a peaked density 

plasma with a significantly high temperature in Tr'TR^). A rapid 

decrease of electron density at the plasma edge can al so produce 

peaked density profiles as demonstrated by reducing the gas puff 

(IOC-mode) in ASDEX^', or as observed at the transition from the 

H-mode to the L-mode under helium beam injection (improved L-

mode) in JFT-2M^' . Recently, counter (ctr)- neutral beam(NB) 

heating^) has been found to produce peaked density profiles. An 

enhancement of the energy confinement time T E with this density 

peaking under ctr-NBI heating has been reported in ASOEX*'1-^. 

The relation between the- momentum confinement and energy 

confinement has been discussed in TFTR and JET1'*' ^ . However, 

the mechanism of density peaking with ct.r-NR nan net been 

clarified yet. 

Density peakinq with ctr-NBI i;; not. due to the change oi 

the beam fueling profile nor to the decrease of ed.ie density. I* 

is related to the change of the direction of the toroidal 

rot at ion and r e:;.ul t .-in: radial e 1 eel. r i c field. We ;• * in'iv i he 



influence of the injection direction by switching injection 

directions with respect to the current from co to counter. In 

this paper, we present the radial electric field and particle 

flux profiles for the plasma in the JFT-2M tokamak with flat 

(co-NBI) and peaked (ctr-NBI) density profiles. We study the 

difference in the temporal evolution of toroidal velocity and 

density peaking. It is found that the change in toroidal 

rotation velocity takes place first, when the velocity reached 

certain value, then the density starts peaking (ctr-phase) or 

reduces peaking (co-phase). This delay time is larger than 

energy confinement time. Comparison with the inward particle 

pinch model 1"' is also discussed. 

JFT-2M is a tokamak with major radius R=1.3 m and minor 

radius a=0.34 m. It has two tangential neutral beams, one is in 

parallel (co-injection) and the other is anti-parallel (counter-

injection) to the plasma current. The profile of radial electric 

field was found affected by changing the direction of momentum 

input from co- to ctr- injection^l . We interchange the neutral 

beams during the discharge to study the response of the electric 

field and particle flux, keeping the absorbed power constant. 

These series of experiments were done under the conditions of a 

toroidal field B t of 1.3T, a plasma current I p of 240kA and an 

NBI power of 0.5-0.6 MW at an injection energy of 32 keV. The 

profiles of the toroidal rotation velocity, VA, and ion 

temperature T^ are measured with multi-ch3nnel charge exchange 

spectroscopy (CXS)1*-' every 16.6 ms. The time evolution of 

electron temperature 1\, is measured with ^oft X-ray PMA with 
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50ms integration. Profiles of electron temperature and density 
n e are obtained with a 13-channel Thomson scattering system. The 
line-averaged density n e is given by a 3-channel FIR laser 
interferometer, and the total stored energy W„ is estimated by 
diamagnetic loops. 

Figure 1 shows a typical example of the change in various 
plasma parameters; VA at p=0.15 (p being the averaged minor 
radius), line averaged electron density n e at p=0.25, total 
stored energy W p, central electron temperature T e(0), central 
and volume-averaged ion temperature T^ (0) and <T^>, and peaking 
parameters of electron density and ion temperature profile, 
ne(0)/<ne>, T^(0)/<T^>, for a discharge where the neutral beam 
directions are interchanged. (Notation < > indicates the volume 
average.) The co-NBI is achieved from 550ms to 750ms with an 
absorbed power Pat>s°^ 0-49 MW, and ctr-NBI is on from 750ms to 
950ms with Pabs =0.56 MW. The toroidal rotation velocity v* at 
p^0.15 changes within 30 mi,; after the onset of counter 
injection, and the electric field, which is evaluated from the 
ion force balance, changes within an MHD time scale in response 
to the change of rotation. Both n e and W p increase in the phase 
of ctr-injection, the energy confinement time being 18 ms for 
the co-Niil phase and ?A ms for: the ctr-NBI phase. The total 
stored energy W D saturates at. f - Rf'O ms, and starts to decrease 
aft'-r : 900 ms. The saturation and decrease of the t"olt';] 
stored energy at later times in the ctr-NRl phase are correlated 
with the decrease of the electron temperature as shown in 
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Fig.1(c). The central electron temperature remains constant for 

100 ms after ctr-NBI is initiated until impurities accumulate at 

the plasma center and the radiated power at the plasma center 

becomes comparable to the input power. On the other hand, the 

central ion temperature dips for 30 ms while plasma rotation is 

suppressed by the interchange of the neutral beam. However, the 

volume averaged ion temperature does not show the dip just after 

the beam direction is interchanged. This dip of central ion 

temperature is due to the flattening of its profile, which is 

illustrated in Fig.l (d). The central ion temperature starts to 

increase as the plasma rotation increases its velocity in the 

opposite direction, and becomes higher than the electron 

temperature 100 ms after the ctr-NBI is turned on. This fact 

shows the significant improvement of ion heat transport during 

ctr-NBI, because the beam energy is mainly deposited to 

electrons. The peaking parameter of electron density profile { 

n e(0)/<n e>) is estimated from the ratio of two line-averaged 

densities measured at p = 0.25 and p = 0.6, assuming a 

parabolic-shaped profile raised to some power. This estimate 

agrees with the results from the electron density profile 

measured with Thomson scattering (TS) in an initial phase, and 

gives a slightly lower estimation at the later time. The density 

profile becomes flatter in the co-injection phase compared to 

the Ohmic phase, and shows peaking in the counter-injection 

phase. On the other hand, the peaking parameter of ion 

temperature derived from CXS measurements becomes peaked in the 

co-injection phase compared to the Ohmic phase. It shows 
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flattening when the toroidal rotation velocity changes its 
direction after the interchange of the NBI direction from co- to 
ctr-injection; this short flattening is not observed in the 
density profiles. 

From these observations we study the relationship between 
confinement improvement and the peakings of T^ and n e. The 
changes in stored energy and density peaking ne(0)/<ne> 
correlate, phenomenologically, with the direction of the NBI. 
However Ti(0)/<T^> does not depend on it in the same mammer. 
This quantity depends on the sign of the velocity but depends 
more strongly on the absolute value of v™. On the contrary, the 
increment of ne(0)/<ne> takes place only in the case of counter-
injection. These observation show there is no one-to-one 
correspondence between peakedness of electron density and ion 
temperature. Note that the absolute value of T^ is larger in 
CTR phase than in CO phase. 

There is the remaining question whether the peaking of the 
electron density profile is caused due to the momentum input in 
the ctr-direction or due to the change of toroidal rotation ( or 
radial electric field). To answer this question, the time delay 
between the evolution of ne(0)/<ne> and vAfO) is studied in two 
types of discharges: the NBI is switched from co- to ctr- in one 
discharge, and from ctr- to co-injection in the other discharge 
to investigate the response of particle transport to the plasma 
rotation. Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the density 
peaking parameter as a function of central toroidal rotation 
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velocity. Each point represents an observation, spaced 16.6ms 

apart. The change in peaking parameter appears 30 - 80 ms after 

the interchange of the NBI direction. The time delay in the 

change of the peaking parameter is experimentally observed to be 

much longer than the slowing down time of the beam ions. From 

this observation, it is clear that the density peaking is not 

related to the direction of momentum input but to the toroidal 

rotation velocity itself. It is also noted that the change of 

n e(0)/<n e> occurs when v* reaches a certain critical velocity. 

Since significant peaking of the electron density is 

observed in the counter phase, some inward particle pinch should 

exist. A pinch model associated with electric field shear has 

been proposed. Here we compare the profiles of the particle 

pinch flux and radial electric field with the model 1'" . To 

calculate the radial electric field (<5<t>/<)r) profiles, the 

profiles of toroidal rotation velocity (vm), ion temperature and 

electron density are measured at 690 ms and 890 ms for the 

discharge shown in Fig.l. The radial electric field profile is 

given by tne momentum balance equation^) ; 

[ 3 In p. oln 7". „ 3*1 
e v B = - T — - ( B 2 ) L +_e.2* (1) » • '{ dr lp''**•'•> dr T.dr)i 

where (B.,g- .) are numerical coefficients depending on the 

collisonality regime. Particle fluxes are estimated from the 

time evolution of electron density profiles 3ne/dt(r) measured 

with Thomson scattering and th . FIR laser inter tonometer, and 
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particle deposition profiles due to the neutral beam. The 

profiles of toroidal rotation velocity, radial electric field 

and transport-related quantities are summarized in Fig.3 for 

the discharge of Fig.l. The rate of change in electron 

density dne/c?t during ctr-NBI is estimated as an average over 

the time period from 750ms to 890ms. This change in electron 

density is comparable to the particle source provided by NBI 

fast ions at p > 0.5; However, it ir- much larger than the 

source near the plasma center (p < 0.5) as shown in Fig.3{c). 

The increase of electron density is not due to the reduction 

of the particle diffusion but due to the inward particle 

flow. In order to concentrate our study on the differences in 

particle flow between the co- and ctr- phases, we do not take 

into account of the particle source from the plasma edge 

which shows no change between co- and ctr- phase near the 

plasma center. In the co-NBI phase, the density profile is in 

steady state, and there is no dn e/dt. The outward particle 

flux during the co-NBI phase is balanced by particle 

deposition of co-NBI, while the particle flux in the ctr-

phase i s determined from particle deposition of ctr-NBI and 

t)r\e/c)t. The estimated particle flux is positive (outward) in 

co-NBI phase, and ir. becomes negative (inward) for the 

counter-NBI phase. The magnitude of the inward particle flux 

in the counter phar-e is comparable to thai" of the outward 

particle flux in the co-NBI pha.se. Sawtooth oscillations with 

the Inversion radius of a/3 exist both in the Co- and ctr-NBI 
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phases. The period of the sawteeth is 10 ms in co-NBI and 20 
ms in ctr-NBI phase. Although each sawtooth produces an 
outward flow at the crash, this effect is masked by the time 
averaging in estimating dne/<?t. Is is noted that the inward 
flow estimated here is an underestimation due to sawteeth 
effect. 

Improvement of energy confinement with ctr-NBI compared to 
co-NBI is clear from figure 1, since the ion temperature and 
electron density increased with similar input powers. The energy 
flow is obtained from beam power deposition and energy transfer 
from, or to, electrons. The energy exchange between ions and 
electrons is reversed in the counter-injection phase. In order 
to avoid the error of the energy exchange between ions and 
electrons, we introduce an effective thermal conductivity 
defined by qconcj/(nedTe/dr+n£3T£/3r) as a measure of improvement 
in energy confinement. The effective conductivity is reduced in 
counter-NBI phase by a factor of three, although the reduction 
of thermal diffusivity near the plasma edge is 30 - 504 as shown 
in Fig3(f). This reduction is consistent with the increase of 
total stored energy confinement. The inward heat convection due 
to inward particle pinch is much smaller than the conduction. 
The majority of the change in Zeff ^ s ^ u e t o t n e conductive part 
not the convective part, as shown in Fig.3(e). However it 
remains a -;uestion whether the improvement of ion confinement, 
reduction of effective Xeff -'-s due t o a reduction of 
conductivity or an additional heat pinch. 

Even though the measurements have some ambiguity, it is 
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worthwhile to compare with the particle flux predicted by the 
inward pinch model. According to the model, the flu:-: is written 

a s12,14> 

r n P " ^ « a r n ^Er 0) g, ) 
\ dr dr 7 T (ml r)T J f 

where D is a diffusion coefficient, a is a numerical coefficient 

of order unity, 03 and m/r denote the frequency and wave number 

of the mode for a drift-type micro-turbulence. Using measured 

density and temperature gradients and radial electric field 

profiles along with the assumption of (0=0 , we estimate the 

particle flux with the model for various value of D diffusion 

coefficients. The flux is proportional to D according to the 

model. The diffusion coefficients of the order of 0.01 - 0.1 

rr\2/s are consistent with particle fluxes which match the 

experimental values. Also noted is that the shape of V is 

recovered except edge regions. This value of D may be smaller 

than the measured values of D(0} in the improved mode of 

ASDEXlS). since we have no direct measurements of the diffusion 

coefficient and fluctuation spectrum in the core legion for 

these discharges, and the effect of the sawtooth oscillations 

on particle transport is not included due to poor time 

resolution, mort- precise measurements of the inward flow are 

needed to make a quant ital.i vo comparison with the model. 

In conclusion, t hr po.ik.inq of the density profile it: 

observed 30- H10 m:: titter : U': i;<-utral beam direction is swi tchrd 
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from co- to counter-/ driven by an electric f:eld frofile 

changing from a positive to a negative direction. The inward 

pinch flux to produce this peaked electron density shows 

qualitative agreement with the inward pinch model. 
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